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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/15/2024

Description 2024 Keystone RV Sprinter Limited 3810QBS, where spacious living, abundant
storage, and enhanced towing stability unite under the umbrella of a remarkable
100" wide body design. Keystone's first brand, Sprinter has delivered on its
Camping Made Easy mantra from day one. We invite you to embrace the
advantages of a wider interior, providing you with more room for relaxation,
increased space for storing your essentials, and a towing experience that is both
secure and confident. Sprinter's commitment to value is evident in every
floorplan, as we leverage our size advantage to offer models tailor-made for large
families a rarity in the RV industry. UNEXPECTEDLY LUXE Every Sprinter Limited
model comes with the Luxury Package, standard. This includes deluxe amenities
such as solid surface counter tops, premium sinks with pull-down sprayers, an
exterior ladder, gas struts for bed storage, and more. THERMAL PACKAGE Hot
and cold weather protection for extended season camping. Includes heated and
enclosed underbelly, holding tank heat pads, heated and enclosed gate valves,
and radiant foil insulation in floor, roof and main slidebox floor. CAMPING MADE
EASY IN EVERY WAY Sprinter redefines camping convenience with exterior TV
hookups and outlets, motion-sensor pass-through storage lighting, XL holding
tanks, dual battery tray, E-Z Lube Dexter axles with Nev-R-Adjust brakes, easy
access manual slide box override, dual battery tray, backup camera prep,
Winegard 360 antenna w/ built-in WiFi hotspot and satellite pass-through, one-
piece DynaSpan floors, and single-membrane TPO roof with a lifetime warranty.

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 78061
VIN Number: 4YDFSTU23R4530080
Condition: New
Length: 38

Item address Anderson, Indiana, United States
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